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/19 /Abstract

/20 /

/21 / This paper introduces a simple but systematic method to estimate correlations between the spectral energy of two continuous

/22 /electrophysiological signals in such a way that it can detect relationships between different frequencies and different latencies. From

/23 /two series of signals (e.g. electroencephalogram, magnetoencephalogram or local field potentials) recorded from two sites in

/24 /response to repeated sensory stimulations, the method computes the time�/frequency energy of each signal. Then, it computes the

/25 /Spearman rank order correlation coefficient across all the trials between the energy of the first signal series in one time�/frequency

/26 /region and the energy of the second signal series in a second time�/frequency region. The method was designed to analyze

/27 /interactions between frequency bands, in an effort to describe how the main brain rhythms interact with each other across time and

/28 /space. It was applied to two simulations and to intracranial electro-encephalogram (EEG) recordings obtained from an epileptic

/29 /patient performing two verbal discrimination tests (a phonological and a semantic task). It led to the identification of different

/30 /correlations patterns in the gamma band depending on the level of semantic analysis performed by the patient.

/31 /# 2002 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.

/32 /Keywords: Time�/frequency; Local field potential/electro-encephalogram/magneto-encephalogram; Inter-frequency correlations; Functional

/33 /connectivity; Oscillations

/34 /1. Introduction

/35 / The method proposed in this paper stands at the

/36 /intersection between two methodological lines of work

/37 /in electrophysiology, the study of the so-called brain

/38 /rhythms on the one hand, and the search for the large-

/39 /scale interaction mechanisms that allow neural integra-

/40 /tion on the other hand. We propose a simple but

/41 /systematic method to estimate cross-correlations be-

/42 /tween the spectral energy of two continuous electro-

/ 43/physiological signals in such a way that it can detect

/ 44/relationships between different frequencies and different

/ 45/latencies.

/ 46/ Roughly speaking, electro-encephalogram (EEG)

/ 47/analysis techniques split into two major groups. A first

/ 48/line of techniques compute and analyze the average

/ 49/EEG signal obtained in response to repeated occur-

/ 50/rences of the same experimental situation; for instance in

/ 51/response to repeated presentations of the same type of

/ 52/sensory stimulation. This is the classic evoked potentials

/ 53/(EP) averaging procedure designed to extract ‘evoked’

/ 54/components that repeat themselves at the same latency

/ 55/and with the same phase for all the trials. Short

/ 56/components (�/20 ms, for instance) cannot be detected

/ 57/by this procedure, unless they are very precisely time-

/ 58/locked to the stimulus (with a ms precision), this makes

/ 59/invisible virtually any activity above 30 Hz in the

/ 60/frequency spectrum, because the phase-dispersion of

/ 61/those components lead them to cancel out when they are
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/62 /averaged across the trials. A second line of techniques

/63 /has been developed that extracts those components

/64 /invisible for the EP procedure (termed ‘induced re-

/65 /sponses’, see (Tallon-Baudry and Bertrand, 1999) for a
/66 /clear distinction). The simplest procedures are based on

/67 /a computation of the power spectrum of the response

/68 /signals to each individual stimulus, followed by the

/69 /averaging of those spectra across the trials. This

/70 /procedure detects frequency components that are not

/71 /phase-locked to the stimulus, provided that they have

/72 /enough power and last long enough relative to the

/73 /duration of the spectral analysis window to count for
/74 /sufficient power in the global spectrum. Such spectral

/75 /analysis techniques have mostly been used to character-

/76 /ize the ubiquitous brain oscillations and their relation-

/77 /ships to cognition (e.g. Hirai et al., 1999), (although the

/78 /activity that those methods detect is often broadband

/79 /and cannot really be termed ‘oscillatory’).

/80 / The characterization of brain oscillations in general

/81 /has led to the well-known typology of ‘delta’ (1�/4 Hz),
/82 /‘theta’ (4�/7 Hz), ‘alpha’ (8�/12 Hz), ‘beta’ (12�/30 Hz)

/83 /and ‘gamma’ (30 Hz and above) rhythms (further

/84 /subcategorized according to their topography and

/85 /cognitive correlates), that relates those frequency bands

/86 /to certain brain states and cognitive processes (Basar et

/87 /al., 2000).

/88 / Our understanding of brain oscillations have greatly

/89 /benefited from the development of time�/frequency
/90 /transformation and time-scale decomposition techni-

/91 /ques that can describe the temporal variations of the

/92 /spectrum of non-stationary signals. Those methodolo-

/93 /gical improvements have enabled the systematic studies

/94 /of short oscillatory episodes (a couple of hundreds ms),

/95 /such as gamma band induced responses, lasting 100�/300

/96 /ms in the first 500 ms following the presentation of a

/97 /sensory stimulus (e.g. Lachaux et al., 2000a,b).
/98 / The search for the functions of brain oscillations is

/99 /livelier than ever (e.g. Tallon-Baudry and Bertrand,

/100 /1999; Kahana et al., 1999) And the repeated observa-

/101 /tions that those different brain rhythms can actually

/102 /coexist (Raghavachari et al., 2001; Lutz et al., 2002)

/103 /brings to still unexplored question of whether those

/104 /rhythms interact with each other, to form complex

/105 /distributed multi-frequency networks mediating the
/106 /integration of multiple functions.

/107 / This question connects with another very active

/108 /stream of research in brain imaging: the search for the

/109 /neural mechanisms that allow distributed brain regions

/110 /to interact with each other during unified coherent

/111 /cognitive acts (Varela et al., 2001). While it is now clear

/112 /that even simple cognitive functions involve large-scale

/113 /neural networks, most of the results obtained with EEG/
/114 /MEG/fMRI/TEP imaging techniques have described the

/115 /components of those networks, without actually char-

/116 /acterizing the interactions between them. A growing

/117 /number of studies have acknowledged this limitation,

/ 118/have formulated hypothesis on the neural interaction

/ 119/mechanisms and have developed analysis tools to detect

/ 120/those links (see Varela et al., 2001 for a review).

/ 121/ This research effort has focused on a search for
/ 122/statistical relationships between signals recorded simul-

/ 123/taneously from various brain regions. With high-tem-

/ 124/poral resolution imaging techniques, such as EEG/

/ 125/MEG, most methodological efforts have analyzed

/ 126/specifically the relationships between the precise tem-

/ 127/poral organizations of brain signals. The most popular

/ 128/analysis tool so far to quantify those relationships has

/ 129/been coherence, which estimates the correlation between
/ 130/the frequency components of a signal in narrow

/ 131/frequency ranges (Gardner, 1992). Coherence has been

/ 132/used repeatedly to isolate short episodes of correlations

/ 133/between distributed neural components oscillating at the

/ 134/same frequency (Miltner et al., 1999). Using an alter-

/ 135/native to coherence, that focuses solely on the phase-

/ 136/relationship between two oscillating signals (phase-lock-

/ 137/ing statistics and single-trial phase-locking statistics)
/ 138/(Lachaux et al., 1999, 2002); we and others have

/ 139/described such ‘long-distance’ synchrony between brain

/ 140/structures separated by several centimeters, in relation

/ 141/to specific aspects of cognition (Rodriguez et al., 1999;

/ 142/Tallon-Baudry et al., 2001; Halgren et al., 2002).

/ 143/ More complex interaction mechanisms certainly co-

/ 144/exist with synchrony, and it has recently been suggested

/ 145/that some phase-relationships may take place between
/ 146/neural components oscillating at different frequencies

/ 147/(Schanze and Eckhorn, 1997; Von Stein et al., 2000);

/ 148/which brings us back to the question of the relationships

/ 149/between the different brain rhythms.

/ 150/ So far, all the efforts in this direction have tried to

/ 151/characterize relationships between simultaneous brain

/ 152/signals. For instance, Von Stein et al. (2000) have used

/ 153/bicoherence to show a multi-frequency ‘synchrony’ in a
/ 154/behaving cat between gamma activity in area 17 and

/ 155/beta activity in area 7. To study EEG-EMG coupling in

/ 156/Parkinsonian patients, Tass and coworkers have intro-

/ 157/duced a procedure that detects n :m phase-locking, a

/ 158/situation in which an oscillator loops exactly n cycles

/ 159/while another one loops exactly m cycles (Tass et al.,

/ 160/1998).The question we address here is different and in a

/ 161/way, simpler, since we focus solely on energy emissions.
/ 162/To the exception of Friston (1997), we know of no

/ 163/systematic analysis technique that searches for correla-

/ 164/tions between the energy of two brain signals in two

/ 165/different frequency ranges. Friston (1997) proposed a

/ 166/method to test for the statistical dependence of the

/ 167/spectral densities measured from two sets of recordings

/ 168/in the same local time window. The method proposed in

/ 169/this paper tries to be more general in that it can quantify
/ 170/a statistical dependence between the energy of two

/ 171/signals in two different time�/frequency regions. This

/ 172/means that it could quantify for instance the correlation,

/ 173/across trials, between the energy produced in one brain
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/174 /region in the alpha band before the stimulation, and the

/175 /energy produced in another brain region in the gamma

/176 /band after the stimulation. It is a deliberate choice to

/177 /focus on energy correlations and not phase relation-
/178 /ships, since the notion of phase-locking makes little

/179 /sense between non-simultaneous signals.

/180 / In contrast, we believe that the study of interactions

/181 /between energies produced at different latencies can be

/182 /very meaningful. We know for instance that the energy

/183 /in the alpha band in ongoing EEG depends in some way

/184 /on the vigilance level of an individual, we also know that

/185 /the gamma activity induced by a stimulation depends on
/186 /its attention level. The fact that there may be a

/187 /correlation or anti-correlation between those two com-

/188 /ponents is an interesting possibility that deserves to be

/189 /tested. In fact, anti-correlation effects between alpha

/190 /and gamma activity have already been reported in

/191 /monkey V4 in a protocol manipulating visual attention

/192 /(Fries et al., 2001).

/193 / In this paper, we introduce the present time�/fre-
/194 /quency correlation detector in detail and apply it to two

/195 /simulations and to intra-cranial EEG recordings from

/196 /an epileptic patient performing a visual verbal discrimi-

/197 /nation task.

/198 /2. Methods

/199 /2.1. Experimental data acquisition

/200 / The intracranial data presented in this paper were

/201 /from a patient (one female) that suffered from an

/202 /epilepsy resistant to all appropriate anticonvulsant

/203 /medications. Electrodes were implanted in the left

/204 /dominant hemisphere in order to localize the sites of

/205 /seizure onset. The task was performed in the patient’s

/206 /hospital room, 4 days after the surgery, while she was
/207 /waiting for spontaneous seizure onset. The patient had

/208 /not had any complex partial seizure within at least the

/209 /last 24 h, and her behavioral performance in the task

/210 /was normal. The selection of the electrodes sites, mostly

/211 /in the left temporal lobe, was made entirely on clinical

/212 /grounds without any reference to the cognitive protocol.

/213 /The participation of the patient in the cognitive protocol

/214 /was made only after fully informed consent.
/215 / Electrodes were 0.8 mm in diameter and had ten

/216 /recording contacts. Those contacts were 2 mm in length

/217 /and regularly spaced every 3.5 mm. The recordings were

/218 /monopolar with respect to a reference electrode in the

/219 /white matter. Channels contaminated by frequent epi-

/220 /leptiform abnormalities (spikes and bursts) were ex-

/221 /cluded from the analysis. Also, all the recording epochs

/222 /showing epileptiform abonormalities were excluded.
/223 / The patient performed a series of visual language

/224 /tasks. In the first condition shown in this paper

/225 /(semantic task), the patient was presented with a series

/ 226/of French words (5�/6 letters) displayed on a computer

/ 227/screen in front of her, in foveal vision, and was asked to

/ 228/press a button with her right index finger when the word

/ 229/was the name of a living entity, or to press a second
/ 230/button with her right middle finger when it was not a

/ 231/living entity. Each word was shown for 2 s, and the

/ 232/interval between each word onset was chosen randomly

/ 233/between 2.8 and 3.2 s. The patient was presented with

/ 234/260 words (50% of each kind). One hundred and fifty

/ 235/trials remained after a very careful artefact rejection

/ 236/procedure. In the second condition shown in this paper

/ 237/(phonologic task), the patient was shown with 5�/6
/ 238/letters pseudowords (words that can be pronounced in

/ 239/French, but that have no meaning). The presentation

/ 240/procedure was the same as above. The patient had to

/ 241/pronounce each pseudoword covertly in order to

/ 242/determine whether it ended like a consonant sound

/ 243/(like ‘egg’ in English) or a vowel sound (like ‘marsh-

/ 244/mallow’). She responded with her right index finger in

/ 245/the former case and with her right middle finger in the
/ 246/latter case. Out of 260 pseudowords, 150 were kept for

/ 247/analysis after careful artefact rejection.

/ 248/2.2. Data analysis

/ 249/ In the following, the method introduced in this paper

/ 250/will be referred to as time�/frequency correlation, or

/ 251/TFC. Also, TF will refer to time�/frequency. The TFC

/ 252/procedure is described in Fig. 1. Given two sets of

/ 253/signals xi(t) and yi(t), corresponding to the signals

/ 254/recorded in response to a series of n events (i�/1�/n)
/ 255/(sensory stimulations for instance) in two brain sites X

/ 256/and Y , the procedure follows two simple steps:

/ 257/ STEP A: compute the time�/frequency transform of

each signal in a frequency range of interest TF(xi (t ))

/ 258/and TF(yi(t)), using a pseudo-smoothed Wigner�/

/ 259/Ville transform or a short-term fourier transform

/ 260/then

/ 261/ STEP B: chose two time�/frequency sub-regions of

interest (TFROI), one for each brain site TFROIX

/ 262/and TFROIY , and compute for each signal, the mean

/ 263/energy in the TF region chosen for its site. This yields

/ 264/two series of values mxi �/Mean(TFROIX) and

/ 265/myi �/Mean(TFROIY), one series for each site,

/ 266/corresponding to the mean local TF energy of each

/ 267/event. The TFC is simply the Spearman rank

/ 268/correlation coefficient between those two series of

/ 269/values. This procedure is repeated for every possible
/ 270/choice of TFROI pair, and for each pair of recording

/ 271/sites. The total output of the procedure is thus 6-

/ 272/dimensional: time�/frequency�/time�/frequency�/

/ 273/channel�/channel.

/ 274/ Let’s write this procedure in mathematical terms.
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/275 / The pseudo-smoothed Wigner�/Ville transform of

/276 /xi (t ) (resp. yi (t )) estimates the energy present in the

/277 /signal around a time t and a frequency f as:

278 PWV(f ; t)� g
��

��

jh(t=2)j2
�
g
��

��

g(u�t)xi(u�t=2)xi�(u

�t=2)du

�
cos(2pf t)dt

/279 / This formula is derived from the original definition of

/280 /the Wigner�/Ville transform to which two smoothing

/281 /functions have been added: h is a short-term observation

/282 /window used for frequency smoothing (in this study, a

/283 /Hamming window of length 128 ms), and g is a temporal

/284 /smoothing window (the same as h in this study). The

/285 /purpose of these smoothing functions is to minimize

/286 /interferences, a common limitation of the original

/287 /Wigner�/Ville transform (see Lachaux et al., 2000a,b

/288 /for a discussion of the pseudo-smoothed Wigner�/Ville

/289 /transform applied to EEG signals).

/290 / Given a time�/frequency region of interest

/291 /[tstart:tstop]�/[fstart�/fstop], ranging from latencies tstart

/292 /to tstop and from frequencies fstart to fstop. The average

/293 /TF energy within that TFROI is simply:

294Mxi�Mean(TF(xi(t)) on TFROIX )

�
1

(tstop � tstart)(fstop � fstart)

� g
t�tstop

t�tstart

g
f�fstop

f�fstart

PWV(f ; t)df dt

/ 295/Those n values (one for each event) are then replaced by

/ 296/their rank within the series (yielding a new series Rxi),

/ 297/following the usual procedure used to compute the

/ 298/Spearman correlation coefficient. That is, if the smallest

/ 299/energy value is reached for trial 5 and the largest for trial

/ 300/27, then we’ll have Rx5�/1 and Rx27�/n . The same

/ 301/procedure is performed with the series yi and another

/ 302/TFROI to yield a rank series Ryi .
/ 303/ Finally, the time�/frequency correlation between xi(t)

/ 304/and yi (t ) for that particular choice of TFROIs is the

/ 305/Spearman rank order coefficient:

306r�1�
6
X

i

(Rxi � Ryi)
2

n(n2 � 1)

/ 307/ It is a measure of monotonous association between

/ 308/the two series of values Rxi and Ryi . It is used to test

/ 309/two null-hypothesis that:
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Fig. 1. Procedure used to compute the time�/frequency correlation between two time�/frequency regions of interest. Provided that for each trial

(from 1 to n ), and for each recording site X and Y , the time�/frequency transforms have been computed (four maps on the left: dark regions contain

the highest energy), the user defines two regions of interest (on for X and one for Y ) in the time�/frequency plane (TFROI1 and TFROI2). The

average TF energy in each TFROI is computed for each trial, and those n values are ranked for each site from lowest to highest. Each trial is thus

given two ranks, one for each site, and can be represented as a spot in a 2D plot (graph on the right). The time�/frequency correlation between X and

Y for this choice of TFROIs is the correlation coefficient between those two series of ranks.
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/310 / H0: ‘the mean energy measured in TFROIX in the

signal recorded at site X does not progressively

/311 /increase (resp. decrease) as the mean energy measured

/312 /in TFROIY in the signal recorded at site Y increases’.

/313 / The Spearman Correlation coefficient is preferred to

/314 /the Pearson correlation coefficient for two reasons: first

/315 /because the distributions of TF energy across the trials

/316 /are not necessarily Gaussian, and second because it is

/317 /more robust to the possible presence of very large energy

/318 /values in some trials (that would be due to undetected

/319 /artifacts for instance).

/320 / For large values of n (practically n �/30), the dis-

/321 /tribution of that coefficient between two non-associated

/322 /series (i.e. when H0 is true) can be approximated by a

/323 /Gaussian distribution centered in zero and with a

/324 /standard deviation equals to 1=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
(n�

p
1): For smaller

/325 /values of n , significance tables are used. They quantify

/326 /the probability that a certain value of r is reached

/327 /without actually having any dependence between the

/328 /series. This probability is obtained by comparing the

/329 /estimated r with the distribution of all the possible r

/330 /that can be computed between two series of n values

/331 /(that is: n ! r coefficients obtained from n! possible pairs

/332 /of rank series).

/333 / The size of the time�/frequency regions of interest is to

/334 /be adapted to the signals. In this paper, they extend over

/335 /500 ms in time and 5 Hz in frequency. Consecutive

/336 /TFROIs overlap by 50% along either axis. It takes

/337 /theoretically 17�/14�/238 windows to cover the [�/

/338 /1000: �/3000 ms]�/[8�/45 Hz] time�/frequency map: [�/

/339 /1000: �/500 ms]�/[8�/13 Hz]; [�/1000: �/�/500 ms]�/

/340 /[10.5�/15.5 Hz]; [�/750: �/250 ms]�/[8�/13 Hz], and so

/341 /on. . . Practically, this decomposition can be slightly

/342 /adapted to fit with the TF resolution of the TF maps,

/343 /which is not always 1 ms�/1 Hz.

/344 / Because the global procedure measures one correla-

/345 /tion coefficient for all possible pairs of TFROIs and all

/346 /pairs of recording sites, the significance threshold must

/347 /be adjusted to compensate for those multiple tests. To

/348 /be on the safe side, the desired p-value pdesired should be

/349 /divided by the total number of coefficients performed;

/350 /that is, for 50 recording sites and 238 TFROI, as in the

/351 /example above, one should chose p�/0.01/(50�/50�/

/352 /238�/238)�/7�/10�11 for pdesired equal to 0.01 and

/353 /compute the corresponding threshold r .

/354 / One particularity of the proposed method is that it

/355 /can be seen as a natural extension of the classic

/356 /procedure used to compute the average time�/frequency

/357 /energy emitted in a brain site in response to a series of

/358 /events. It parallels the way this averaging procedure was

/359 /itself a natural extension of the procedure used to

/360 /compute the average frequency distribution of the

/361 /energy emitted in response to repeated events (see Fig.

/362 /2). Before time�/frequency analysis was applied, the

/363 /presence of oscillatory components in the response to

/ 364/stimulations was detected by computing the power-

/ 365/spectrum of each xi(t) and by averaging those across the

/ 366/trials (using the same notations as above). This method

/ 367/did not allow to make the important distinction between
/ 368/the two scenarios illustrated in Fig. 2: scenario 1 (resp.

/ 369/scenario 2) in which high-frequency components arise

/ 370/before (resp. after) low�/frequency components. Time�/

/ 371/frequency analysis resolve such ambiguities, it describes

/ 372/the response’s structure not just along the frequency

/ 373/dimension but also along the time dimension. In the

/ 374/same way, it is not possible, by simply computing the

/ 375/average time�/frequency energy maps across the trials, to
/ 376/distinguish between scenarios 3 and 4. In both scenarios,

/ 377/high-frequency components arise after the low-fre-

/ 378/quency components. Yet, in scenario 4, both compo-

/ 379/nents covary in amplitude from trial to trial, as if they

/ 380/were part of a single, complex response that spans over

/ 381/multiple latencies and frequencies, while in scenario 3,

/ 382/the low and high-frequency components seem indepen-

/ 383/dent of each other as if they corresponds to two separate
/ 384/responses. The two mean time�/frequency maps, aver-

/ 385/aged across trials are identical in both scenarios. But the

/ 386/measure of TFC between those two TFROIs allows one

/ 387/to distinguish between the two situations; it now

/ 388/provides an insight into the response’s structure along

/ 389/the ‘events’ dimension.

/ 390/ TFC visualization: Fig. 3 describes a convenient

/ 391/procedure to visualize the 6-dimensional data produced
/ 392/by the algorithm. A two-steps visualization permits to

/ 393/capture the structure of the results along all three axis

/ 394/time, frequency and channel.

/ 395/3. Results

/ 396/3.1. Simulations

/ 397/ The TFC coefficient was applied to two simulated sets

/ 398/of data.

/ 399/ In the first simulation (S1), the data simulated

/ 400/recordings from two brain sites in response to 50

/ 401/consecutive presentations of the same sensory stimula-

/ 402/tion. In the first site, a strong ongoing alpha rhythm ([8�/

/ 403/12 Hz]) stopped at the stimulus onset, while in the

/ 404/second site, the stimulation induced a strong gamma
/ 405/response ([30:40 Hz]) after 500 ms. The stronger the

/ 406/alpha rhythm in the first site, the weaker the gamma

/ 407/response in the second site, as if the amplitude of the

/ 408/gamma response was correlated with the vigilance level

/ 409/of the (simulated) individual before the stimulation, and

/ 410/if the amplitude of the ongoing alpha was a (anti-)mar-

/ 411/ker of that vigilance level (strongest alpha levels would

/ 412/correspond to the least vigilant states).
/ 413/ In the second simulation (S2), the data correspond to

/ 414/the signals recorded in a single brain site in response to

/ 415/50 consecutive identical sensory stimulations. The
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/416 /stimulation induce a complex response made of an early

/417 /([0:1000 ms]) component in the beta range ([20:25 Hz]),

/418 /and a late ([1750: 2750 ms]) component in the gamma

/419 /range ([40:45 Hz]). The amplitude of those two compo-

/420 /nents covary from trial to trial and really act as one

/421 /multi-frequency block.

/422 / Both simulations are described in detail in Appendix

/423 /A.

/424 / The results are shown in Fig. 4 (S1) and Fig. 5 (S2).

/425 /The TFC was computed each time between one TFROI

/426 /covering one of the response components, and all the

/427 /other TFROIs including those covering the other active

/428 /component. In S1, the reference TFROI corresponded

/429 /to the induced gamma response of the second site, which

/ 430/correlated negatively (pdesiredB/0.01) with the ongoing
/ 431/alpha of the first site. In S2, the reference TFROI

/ 432/corresponded to the induced beta response and it was

/ 433/positively correlated (pdesiredB/0.01) with the induced

/ 434/gamma response.

/ 435/3.2. Intra-cranial EEG data

/ 436/ To illustrate the method, we selected one recording

/ 437/site located in the cingulate parietal gyrus and computed

/ 438/the TFC between all possible pairs of TFROI on the
/ 439/time�/frequency interval [�/1000 ms: 3000 ms]�/[8 Hz:

/ 440/45 Hz] (words and pseudowords appeared at 0 ms).

/ 441/TFROIs were [500 ms�/5 Hz]; there was a 250 ms (50%)

Y:/Elsevier Science/Shannon/NSM/articles/Nsm3341/Nsm3341.3d[x] 11 December 2002 13:34:46

Fig. 2. A closer look into the time�/frequency structure of EEG signals. This figure depicts four different scenarios. In the first two scenarios,

consecutive stimuli generate a neural response in two frequency ranges (f1 and f2), a high-frequency response at time t1 followed by a low-frequency

response at t 2 in scenario 1, and the reverse in scenario 2 (top TF maps). It is not possible to distinguish between those two scenarios by simply

calculating the average power-spectrum of the responses across the trials (middle). However, the average TF map across the trials is not the same for

scenario 1 and 2; it describes the organization of the response in time. In the last two scenarios, consecutive stimuli generate a neural response in the

same TF regions, but with amplitudes that covary (scenario 4) or not (scenario 3) from trial to trial (top TF maps). While such a covariation can be

the sign that the two components are part of the same complex response components, it cannot be detected by simply averaging the TF maps across

trials. The mean TF maps are identical for scenario 3 and 4 (middle maps). The bottom maps show the TF correlation between every TFROI and the

TFROI centered in (t2, f2). The two scenarios yield two different correlation maps: the TFC reveals an important aspect of the organization of the

responses across the trials.
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/442 /overlap along the time axis and a 3 Hz (60%) overlap

/443 /along the frequency axis. A total of 204 (12�/17)

/444 /TFROIs were defined that way.

/445 / Fig. 6 shows the average time�/frequency energy maps

/446 /across the trials in response to words and pseudowords.

/447 /Both maps display the classic monotonic decrease with

/448 /the frequency, but the profile along the time axis is quite

/449 /different between the two conditions, this can be clearly

/450 /seen at low frequencies. Also, in the response to words,

/451 /there is a ripple of energy around 35 Hz that lasts for the

/452 /whole window. There is no way to tell from the average

/453 /map whether this ripple is the trace of a continuous

/454 /stream of energy at this frequency, that would last

/455 /during the full duration of each trial, or whether it

/456 /corresponds to the accumulation of energy bursts

/457 /appearing at random latencies from trial to trial.

/458 / The TFC calculation supports the first scenario. At

/459 /the highest frequencies (roughly above 20�/25 Hz, in the

/ 460/beta-gamma bands), there is a significant correlation

/ 461/between all the TFROIs. This means that the gamma

/ 462/activity at this recording site behaves as a continuous

/ 463/stream, with an amplitude that varies little between the

/ 464/beginning of a trial and the end of it. In contrast, at the

/ 465/lower frequencies, the correlation drops sharply below

/ 466/the significance level as the time separation between two

/ 467/TFROIs exceeds 500 ms. This means that the lower

/ 468/frequencies are due to isolated bursts of energy.

/ 469/ Interestingly, the amplitude of those effects depends

/ 470/on the experimental condition. Figs. 7 and 8 shows two

/ 471/TFC maps extracted (zoomed in) from the global matrix

/ 472/of Fig. 6. The first zoom (Fig. 7) shows the TFC

/ 473/between all the TFROIs and the TFROI centered in

/ 474/[1250 ms �/34 Hz]. The variations of the TFC along the

/ 475/time axis, at 34 Hz, illustrate the continuity of the

/ 476/gamma activity. The correlation remained significant

/ 477/over the whole time interval. However the TFC decrease
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Fig. 3. TFC visualization. How to display a 6-dimensional object? For a given TFROI, (chosen as reference and noted TFROIr), the procedure

produces one correlation coefficient with all the other TFROIs, for each pair of recording site. The maximum coefficient across all pairs is just one

number that can be displayed for each TFROI on a TF display (top left matrix) (Note that coefficients that are not significant are set to zero, to

simplify the visualization). The matrix value is obviously 1 in TFROIr, which allows one to identify this reference region clearly, with a white dot

(arrow A1). The matrix displays thus the maximal correlation between this ‘white dot’ region and all the other ones in the TF plane. It can be inserted

into a larger matrix (to the right: arrow A2) that contains all the other matrixes obtained in the same way for all the other TFROIs taken themselves

as references. The TF location of a small matrix into the larger one is function of its TFROI (black frame), it is identified by its latency and its

frequency [nested axis]. The channel by channel description, which is lost in the large matrix that only displays the maxima, can be recovered in our

simple visualization program: clicking on any element of the large matrix produces a display of the correlation coefficients, for that element, between

all the channels (bottom left). (Note that in the large right matrix, white vertical and horizontal stripes are just for separation purpose.)
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Fig. 4. First simulation: anti-correlation between the ongoing alpha in one recording site, and an induced gamma response in a second site. The four

graphs on the left show for each site the TF energy maps for two trials (1 and 50). When the pre stimulus energy goes down in the alpha band in the

first site, the post-stimulus energy goes up in the gamma band in the second site. The fifth graph on the right shows the significant TFC obtained

between the reference TFROI centered in the gamma induced response of the second site (white circle) and all the other TFROIs measured in the first

signal. There is a significant negative correlation between the energy of the ongoing alpha in the first site and the energy of the induced gamma

response in the second site.

Fig. 5. Second simulation: correlation between early beta and late gamma components of the induced response. The two graphs on the left show the

TF energy maps for two trials (1 and 50). When the post-stimulus energy goes up in the beta band it also goes up in the gamma band a couple of

hundreds milliseconds later. The third graph on the right shows the significant TFCs obtained between the reference TFROI centered in the early

beta induced response and all the other TFROIs. There is a significant positive correlation between the energy of the induced beta response and the

energy of the induced gamma response.
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/478 /was much sharper in response to pseudowords than

/479 /words, as if the gamma stream was more continuous in

/480 /the semantic task. The TFC variations along the

/481 /frequency axis also had different profiles in the two

/482 /conditions. In response to words, the TFC decrease with

/483 /frequency separation was less sharp, as if the semantic

/484 /processing involved a broader frequency component

/485 /than the phonologic processing.

/486 / Similar effects were observed for a slower and later

/487 /TFROI [2500 ms�/17 Hz] (Fig. 8). The TF energy

/488 /components were broader along both axis in response to

/489 /words. In response to pseudowords, the TFC were not

/490 /significant beyond a [1000 ms�/5 Hz] separation, while

/491 /it was almost always significant in response to words.

/492 / Such differences between the TFC in the two condi-

/493 /tions are potentially important clues about the neural

/494 /dynamics of the region explored. Since in the experi-

/495 /mental protocol, words and pseudowords were pre-

/ 496/sented in different blocks, it is reasonable to assume that

/ 497/the patient developed a separate cognitive strategy for

/ 498/each stimulus type that it engaged at the beginning of

/ 499/each block for its entire duration. The high TFC values

/ 500/in response to words during semantic processing may

/ 501/therefore reveal the fact that such long-term strategies

/ 502/are mediated by continuous neural activations in specific
/ 503/frequency ranges.

/ 504/4. Discussion

/ 505/ The results presented above demonstrate that the

/ 506/proposed method is well suited to detect correlations

/ 507/between the energy of two signal components of
/ 508/possibly different frequency, occurring at different

/ 509/latencies relative to a repeated stimulus. Applications

/ 510/of this method include: (a) the detection of significant

Y:/Elsevier Science/Shannon/NSM/articles/Nsm3341/Nsm3341.3d[x] 11 December 2002 13:35:5

Fig. 6. TFC and mean TF energy maps in response to words and pseudowords. Left graphs show the mean of the pseudo-smoothed Wigner�/Ville

transform of 150 signals recorded in the cingulated parietal gyrus in response to words (top) and pseudowords (bottom). Time goes from right to left

so that small energy high-frequency components are visible. Character strings appeared at 0 ms and lasted for 2000 ms, followed by a small fixation

point. Right graphs show the TFC between all pairs of TFROIs in the way described in Fig. 3, in each large matrix, the location of a TFROI is

determined by its latency and frequency [nested axis]. TFC were set to 0 if not significant. The Spearman r significance level for the TFC was 0.4, for

a p -value of 0.01 corrected for multiple tests. The black and crossed squares indicate two TFROIs further described in the subsequent figures. See text

for a discussion of those results.
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/511 /correlations between the energy emitted in one fre-

/512 /quency range in one brain region before the occurrence

/513 /of a stimulus and the energy emission in another

/514 /frequency range after the stimulus in another, or in the

/515 /same, brain region; (b) the measure of the correlation

/516 /between two frequency components occurring at the

/517 /same time in one brain region, to test whether they

/518 /belong to the same global large-band component that
/519 /repeats across the trials, or whether they correspond to

/520 /two independent processes.

/521 /4.1. Practical aspects

/522 / The principle and implementation of the method is

/523 /fairly simple, once the time�/frequency transforms of the
/524 /signals have been computed using standard routines.

/525 /Yet, one may be concerned by the fact that this analysis

/526 /produces 6-dimensional results (channel�/channel�/

/ 527/time�/frequency�/time�/frequency). The trend in

/ 528/EEG data analysis is to produce results of increasing

/ 529/dimensionality. Evoked potentials are 2 dimensional

/ 530/objects (time�/channel), Mean time�/frequency power

/ 531/maps are 3-dimensional (time�/frequency�/channel)

/ 532/and coherence and mean synchrony measures are 4-

/ 533/dimensional (time �/frequency�/channel�/channel).

/ 534/The risk when increasing dimensionality is to end up

/ 535/with results that are simply unmanageable: impossibly

/ 536/long to compute and to browse through. Fortunately,

/ 537/the computation requirements of this method are fairly

/ 538/reasonable. For instance, working directly on the time�/

/ 539/frequency maps already computed for all the trials and

/ 540/electrodes, it took 30 min to our Matlab† algorithm to

/ 541/analyze intracranial EEG data such as those presented

/ 542/above for 40 recording sites on a 800 MHz PC with 256

/ 543/Mb of RAM.

Y:/Elsevier Science/Shannon/NSM/articles/Nsm3341/Nsm3341.3d[x] 11 December 2002 13:35:11

Fig. 7. TFC between the TFROI centered at (1250 ms�/34 Hz) and all the other TFROIs. Left maps have been zoomed in from the right matrix in

Fig. 6 (row and column marked by a black square) and display the raw TFC for words (top) and pseudowords (bottom) (both significant and non-

significant values are shown). Right: top graph shows a horizontal slice of the left maps along the line at 34 Hz for words (black) and pseudowords

(dashed-gray). Significance level was at 0.4 as in Fig. 6. Bottom graphs show a vertical slice of the left maps along the line at 1250 ms for words

(black) and pseudowords (dashed-gray).
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/544 / Browsing through the data is greatly facilitated by the

/545 /fact that most correlation coefficients are non-signifi-

/546 /cant. The systematic exploration of the remaining

/547 /significant coefficients is performed using procedure

/548 /described in Fig. 3. We found this procedure to be a

/549 /convenient alternative to the hassle of finding a way to

/550 /display 6 dimensions in one shot.

/551 / From an EEG signal analysis point of view, the

/552 /present method generalizes on the extraction of neural

/553 /transients described by Friston (1997). His analysis is

/554 /somewhat equivalent to the correlation measure we

/555 /propose, when it is computed between simultaneous

/556 /time segments of two sets of time�/frequency maps (that

/557 /is, on the results map on the left graphs of Figs. 7 and 8,

/558 /they would correspond to the coefficients in the vertical

/559 /band containing the reference time�/frequency tile). The

/560 /method we introduce also detects dependence between

/561 /non-simultaneous signals.

/ 562/ In fact, it is a very natural extension of the averaging

/ 563/procedure used to compute induced spectral responses,

/ 564/such as the induced gamma response. While that

/ 565/averaging procedure computes the mean distribution

/ 566/of energy in the TF plane for one recording site across

/ 567/the trials, the present method estimates the conditional

/ 568/distribution of energy in the TF plane for one recording

/ 569/site, given the distribution of energy for a second

/ 570/recording site. In a sense, this is similar in spirit to the

/ 571/natural step that leads one from the computation of

/ 572/post�/stimulus spike histograms (the probability for a

/ 573/neuron to spike at each latency relative to a stimulus) to

/ 574/the cross-correlogram (the probability for a neuron to

/ 575/spike at a given latency, given the spike train of another

/ 576/neuron). We move from a first-order probability dis-

/ 577/tribution to second-order conditional probability dis-

/ 578/tributions. The present method can in fact be modified

/ 579/in a minor way to produce an exact analog of the spike

Y:/Elsevier Science/Shannon/NSM/articles/Nsm3341/Nsm3341.3d[x] 11 December 2002 13:35:18

Fig. 8. TFC between the TFROI centered at (2500 ms�/17 Hz) and all the other TFROIs. Left maps have been zoomed in from the right matrix in

Fig. 6 (row and column marked by a crossed square) and display the raw TFC for words (top) and pseudowords (bottom) (both significant and non-

significant values are shown). Right: top graph shows a horizontal slice of the left maps along the line at 17 Hz for words (black) and pseudowords

(dashed-gray). Significance level was at 0.4 as in Fig. 6. Bottom graphs show a vertical slice of the left maps along the line at 2500 ms for words

(black) and pseudowords (dashed-gray).
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/580 /cross-correlogram: for this, the correlation must be

/581 /computed between binarized TF maps, that identify

/582 /TF bursts of energy in single trials (following the

/583 /binarization procedure proposed in Lachaux et al.,
/584 /2000a,b, for instance)

/585 /4.2. Relevance for the study of LFP/EEG/MEG signals

/586 / This method brings new information about the

/587 /structure of EEG that was inaccessible via traditional

/588 /averaging procedure. For instance, Raghavachari et al.

/589 /(2001) have shown examples of averaged TF maps

/590 /obtained in multiple intra-cranial brain regions during
/591 /memory tasks, which showed two clear simultaneous

/592 /components in the theta band and in the alpha band. It

/593 /was not mentioned whether those components occurred

/594 /independently of each other or whether they belonged to

/595 /a single bi-band component. In the first scenario, our

/596 /method should detect no cross-band correlation at the

/597 /time of the induced response, while in the second

/598 /scenario, it should detect one, since the large-band
/599 /component would vary as one block from trial to trial.

/600 / Since the proposed method also quantifies the tem-

/601 /poral correlation in each frequency band, it should

/602 /detect temporal patterns that act as ‘solid’ blocks such

/603 /as systematic, frequency-specific, energy undulations.

/604 /Since the correlation is also computed between distinct

/605 /channels, this provides an opportunity to observe how

/606 /the emergence of a frequency component in one brain
/607 /structure correlates with the increase or decrease of

/608 /energy later in other brain structures, in another part of

/609 /the spectrum. The present method is one possible

/610 /approach to probe the effect of ongoing activity on

/611 /the neural response to a stimulus.

/612 / Our correlation measure is ideally-suited for signals

/613 /with high signal-to-noise ratio, such as human intra-

/614 /cranial recordings or, even better, LFPs measured in
/615 /animals. In those signals, oscillations are often seen with

/616 /the naked-eye in single trials. The situation is different

/617 /with more global recordings such as MEG and EEG, in

/618 /which the signal of one electrode averages the activity of

/619 /vast populations of cells. In such cases, local oscillations

/620 /may be hard to extract from the background neural

/621 /activity that is generally non-oscillatory. This can

/622 /potentially limit the application of the TFC calculation,
/623 /not because of the method, but because of the signals

/624 /themselves. Still, some low frequency rhythms (i.e.

/625 /alpha) are very visible in such global signals, and at

/626 /higher frequencies, one can often observe broadband

/627 /stimulus-related increases of energy (Tallon-Baudry and

/628 /Bertrand, 1999, 1); so, since those components can be

/629 /extracted from the signals, the TFC calculation is

/630 /legitimate, although it may be wise to use more trials
/631 /than with signals with higher signal-to-noise ratio.

/632 /Another general concern is that the reference electrode

/633 /may add a common noise that could potentially increase

/ 634/the correlation level spuriously, in which case the TFC

/ 635/would tell more about the structure of the reference

/ 636/signal than about the structure of neural activity. This is

/ 637/especially true for EEG signals, since with intracranial
/ 638/recordings, it is always possible to use bipolar recordings

/ 639/or very silent reference electrodes. This reference issue is

/ 640/not specific of the TFC method, but is a recurrent

/ 641/concern of every EEG-based analysis. As a rule of

/ 642/thumb, one could use the fact that the same spurious

/ 643/correlations should be found between every pair of

/ 644/electrode, and within every electrode; therefore, TFC

/ 645/measures that are specific of certain electrode pairs are
/ 646/unlikely to be due to reference contamination. Another

/ 647/possibility is to apply the TFC measure on de-referenced

/ 648/data such as Laplacian-transformed EEG.

/ 649/4.3. Limitation and further improvements

/ 650/ The present method was designed as a first and simple

/ 651/approach to probe energy relationships through time,
/ 652/space and frequency. It suffers some limitations due to

/ 653/its simplicity. The main one is that it computes a linear

/ 654/correlation, and as such, it does not allow one for

/ 655/instance to conclude that one TF pattern is having a

/ 656/direct driving effect on another one, Also, it can be blind

/ 657/to most forms of non-linear relationships. This is a

/ 658/general limitation of the classic correlation coefficient,

/ 659/and the simple principle of the method can be applied
/ 660/with other correlation measures that are better-suited

/ 661/for specific types of non-linearity. Possible remedies may

/ 662/involve higher-order statistics such as Volterra series

/ 663/(Friston, 2000) (approaches currently explored in our

/ 664/group).

/ 665/ Also, the method only measures correlations between

/ 666/energy variations. Other relevant parameters can be

/ 667/used to describe TF components, such as the latency or
/ 668/the frequency at which a given pattern occurs. One may

/ 669/imagine that the energy in the alpha band prior to the

/ 670/stimulation may correlate with the latency of gamma

/ 671/induced responses. Along this idea, Bressler (2002) have

/ 672/shown in the LFP of monkeys performing a go�/nogo

/ 673/task, the latency of the N100 evoked over parieto-

/ 674/occipital areas by the visual stimulus was shorter when

/ 675/the power in the frontal beta activity was higher.
/ 676/ The analysis presented in this paper is open to a

/ 677/possibly useful modification, in which the correlation

/ 678/between TF energy would not be measured across trials

/ 679/but in time. This would be used to detect correlations

/ 680/between the simultaneous temporal variations of TF

/ 681/energy in two frequency ranges, when one has only one

/ 682/long continuous recording, instead of multiple trials.

/ 683/Practically, the analysis would be the same, except that
/ 684/for each recording site, the population of TF energy

/ 685/values used to compute the correlation coefficient would

/ 686/not correspond to the energy in a single TFROI for
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/687 /successive trials, but to the energy in consecutive

/688 /TFROIs of the single continuous recording.

/689 / Finally, the present method cannot address a third

/690 /type of interactions between frequency components:
/691 /those involving phase-relationships. As previously men-

/692 /tioned, the investigation of phase-relationships was

/693 /deliberately left aside in this paper, and methods like

/694 /the bicoherence specifically address this point. Still, it

/695 /may be of interest to develop in parallel methods that

/696 /can test whether the energy or the latency of a frequency

/697 /component induced by the stimulus depends in some

/698 /way of the value of the phase (of a second signal at a
/699 /second frequency) when the stimulus occurs.

/700 / Despite those limitations, the possibilities of such a

/701 /simple method are promising ones. As it is completed by

/702 /other analysis techniques that can probe systematic

/703 /linear and non-relationships between the latencies,

/704 /frequencies and phase of EEG signal components, while

/705 /providing manageable results, we should go way past

/706 /the understanding gained with classic ERP analysis and
/707 /move towards a true description of the brain dynamics.
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/715 /Appendix A

/716 / In the first simulation S1, the system was the

/717 /following, Y1;trial(t) and Y2;trial(t) the signals for a trial

/718 /and for the first and the second site were defined by:

719 Y1;trial(t)�X1;trial(t)�C1;trialX
a
1;trial(t)

/720 /and

721 Y2;trial(t)�X2;trial(t)�C2;trialX
g
2;trial(t)

/722 /where X1;trial(t) and X2;trial(t) were actual signals recorded

/723 /from the patient described above (the signals were

/724 /different for each trial).

/725 / /C1;trial/and C2;trial were numbers chosen randomly for

/726 /each trial between 500 and 1500 from a uniform

/727 /distribution, such that C1;trial�C2;trial�1000; always.

728 X a
1;trial(t)�

X ?1;trial
a(t)

kX ?1;trial
a(t)k

/ 729/with X ?1;trial
a(t)�A(t)Fil8�12 Hz(X1;trial): (/kU(t)k is the

/ 730/norm of U (t)).

/ 731/ /A(t) was a function that was zero everywhere except

/ 732/on the window [�/1000�/0 ms] where it decreased
/ 733/continuously from 1 to 0.

/ 734/ /Fil8�12 Hz(X1;trial) was signal X1;trial(t) bandpass-fil-

/ 735/tered between 8 and 12 Hz.

736X g
2;trial(t)�

X ?2;trial
g(t)

kX ?2;trial
g(t)k

/ 737/with X ?2;trial
g(t)�G(t)Fil30�40 Hz(X2;trial)/

/ 738/ /G(t)/was a function that was zero everywhere except

/ 739/on the window [0�/1000 ms] where it was a bell curve,

/ 740/with a maximum value equal to 1.

/ 741/ /Fil30�40 Hz(X2;trial) was signal X2;trial(t) bandpass-fil-

/ 742/tered between 30 and 40 Hz.

/ 743/ In the second simulation S2, the system was the

/ 744/following, Ytrial(t) the signal for a trial was defined by:

745Ytrial(t)�Xtrial(t)�Ctrial(X
g
trial(t)�X b

trial(t))

/ 746/where Xtrial(t) was an actual signal recorded from the
/ 747/patient described above (the signal was different for

/ 748/each trial).

/ 749/ /Ctrial was a number chosen randomly for each trial

/ 750/between 500 and 1500 from a uniform distribution.

751X g
trial(t)�

X ?trial
g(t)

kX ?trial
g(t)k

/ 752/with X ?trial
g(t)�G(t)Fil40�45 Hz(Xtrial)/

/ 753/ /G(t)/was a function that is zero everywhere except on

/ 754/the window [1500�/2500 ms] where it was a bell curve

/ 755/going from 0 to 1 then back to 0.

/ 756/ /Fil40�45 Hz(Xtrial) is signal Xtrial(t) bandpass-filtered

/ 757/between 40 and 45 Hz.

758X b
trial(t)�

X ?trial
b(t)

kX ?trial
b(t)k

/ 759/with X ?trial
b(t)�B(t)Fil20�25 Hz(Xtrial)/

/ 760/ /B(t)/was a function that is zero everywhere except on

/ 761/the window [0�/1000 ms] where it was a bell curve going

/ 762/from 0 to 1 then back to 0.

/ 763/ /Fil20�25 Hz(Xtrial)/was signal Xtrial(t) bandpass-filtered
/ 764/between 20 and 25 Hz.
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